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Factors Influencing Acquisition of Reading 
and writing Ability

* Interest
* Intelligence
* Motivation
* Auditory Discrimination
* Visual Discrimination
* Motor-Ocular Discrimination
* Home Background



Discrimination 
Attitude of/toward
1. Parents
2. Siblings
3. Teachers
4. Peers

Teaching Strategies
1. Vocabulary
2. Comprehension
3. Literary

Appreciation
4. Study Skills



Required Skills in Reading and 
Writing abilities.
1. Skills Related to Eye Movement
2. Abilities Related to Visual Discrimination
3. Association Skills
4. Interpretation Abilities
5. Student Dairy.



STAGES of reading & Writing 
Development

Stage 0: Pre-reading
- Preschool 
-”Pretending” to read, retelling story when looking at pages of          
book previously read to the child
-Naming letters of alphabet; recognizing some signs

-Printing own name
-Play word games Eg.Give some words,pictures and narrated  stories 
and fun with English.
slow learners to give palindrom and semordnilap words

Eg. God-dog,Ten-net ,REFER,CIVIC,MOM,NUN.



Stage1: Initial Reading and Decoding
CLASS-1 

• -Learning relation between letters and sounds 
and between printed and spoken words.

• -Being able to read simple text containing high 
frequency words and phonically regular words.

• -Using skill and insight to “sound-out” new one 
syllable words.



Stage 2: Confirmation and Fluency

- class-2 and 3 

* Child reads simple, familiar stories and selections                          
with increasing fluency.
This is done by consolidating the basic decoding 
elements, sight vocabulary, and meaning context
in the reading of familiar stories and selections.



Stage 3: Reading for Learning the New

- CLASS- 4-5

- Reading is used to experience new feelings, 
to learn new attitudes

- Reading generally from one viewpoint



Stage 4: Multiple Viewpoints
High School 

* Reading widely from a broad range of 
complex materials, both expository and 
narrative

* Reading a variety of viewpoints.



Reading and writing strategies
1. Play word games.
2. Read aloud every day
3. Model reading as an enjoyable activity.
4. Put learning to use.
5. Listen to books.
6. Read to your child every night
7. Engage children’s senses while learning.
8.copy writing work books.
9.Improve key words.



Reading 
Teacher’s 
Role

1. Diagnose each 
student’s reading and 
writing skills to ascertain 
the grade level
of the material that the 
student can read.

2. Diagnose each student’s 
reading and writing skills to 
determine from a total list 
of skills, which specific ones 
have been mastered.

3. Provide instruction 
in these skills at the 
appropriate level of
difficulty.

4. Be aware of the reading and writing 
demands and teaching strategies of the
content areas so that these skills can be 
highlighted and Reinforced

5. Sound teaching procedures must be 
employed..

6. The reading program must be 
encouraging to the child.
7. Materials and exercises must be 
suitable to the child’s
reading ability and instructional 
needs.
8.Conduct parent-Teacher meeting


